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	This book is about solving partial differential equations (PDEs) . Such equations
	are used to model a wide range of phenomena in virtually all fields of science
	and technology. In the last decade, the general availability of extremely
	powerful computers has shifted the focus in computational mathematics from
	simplified model problems to much more sophisticated models resembling intricate
	features of real life. This change challenges our knowledge in computer
	science and in numerical analysis.


	The main objective of the present book is to teach modern, advanced techniques
	for numerical PDE solution. The book also introduces several models
	arising in fields like finance, medicine, material technology, and geology. In order
	to read this book, you must have a basic knowledge of partial differential
	equations and numerical methods for solving such equations. Furthermore,
	some background in finite element methods is required. You do not need to
	know Diffpack, although this programming environment is used in examples
	throughout the text. Basically, this book is about models, methods, and how
	to implement the methods. For the implementation part it is natural for us
	to use Diffpack as the programming environment, because making a PDE
	solver in Diffpack requires little amount of programming and because Diffpack
	has support for the advanced numerical methods treated in this book .
	Most chapters have a part on models and methods, and a part on implementation
	and Diffpack programming. The exposition is designed such that
	readers can focus only on the first part, if desired. The prerequisites for the
	present book (PDEs and numerics) as well as an introduction to Diffpack
	programming can be found in "Computational Partial Differential Equations
	- Numerical Methods and Diffpack Programming" by H. P. Langtangen.
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Marketing to the Social Web: How Digital Customer Communities Build Your BusinessJohn Wiley & Sons, 2007
Praise for Marketing to the Social Web
"Weber understands that the world is going digital and that competitive advantage will accrue to those who understand the transformation.  CEOs should heed this transformation and learn from Weber's insights how to navigate this new landscape to fully maximize their business opportunities."
...
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Innovators and Tinkerers Role in Business: A General and Technical Analysis (Business Issues, Competition and Entrepreneurship)Nova Press, 2010

	This book investigates various drivers of innovation within small businesses, as well as the role that innovation plays in creating value in small businesses. The analysis suggests that additions in employee headcount increase innovation while growth in sales does not increase innovation. The analysis also finds that increases in research and...
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Selenium EssentialsPackt Publishing, 2015

	Get to grips with automated web testing with the amazing power of Selenium WebDriver


	About This Book

	
		Utilize Selenium WebDriver features for automation testing using outstanding techniques and strategies
	
		Learn how to build, customize, and maintain Selenium frameworks
	
		Packed...
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Marketing Fear in America's Public Schools: The Real War on LiteracyLawrence Erlbaum Associates, 2004
We begin and end this book with chapters on resistance to the agendas of the corporate and political right. In chapter two, Carole Edelsky provocatively outlines both the problem of and the resistance to the marketing of fear being perpetuated by the corporate and political right. She uncovers how teachers known for their critical, holistic...
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Data Architecture: From Zen to RealityMorgan Kaufmann, 2011

	First, note that I have used Zen in the title of this book. I have
	been asked many times why I used such an esoteric term. After
	all, what is the meaning of Zen? To clarify the meaning of Zen,
	we must examine the philosophical environment that gave rise
	to Zen: Indian and Chinese philosophies. In India, Buddhism
	arose out of a Hindu...
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Cabling: The Complete Guide to Copper and Fiber-Optic NetworkingSybex, 2014

	Develop the skills you need to design and build a reliable, cost-effective cabling infrastructure


	Fully updated for the growing?demand of fiber optics for large-scale communications networks and telecommunication standards, this new edition is organized into two parts. Part I covers LAN Networks and Cabling Systems offers...
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